Abstract-Object-orientation and distributed systems are quickly becoming norms for new system development, generating renewed interest in distribution schemes traditionally directed at relational databases. Though a number of facilitating technologies, such as EJB, COM, or CORBA, are available, pragmatic, and rigorous approaches for effective distribution are still lacking. In this paper, we develop an approach for deriving object distribution models by exploiting design information. The approach exploits information realistically available during the design stage, without requiring guesstimates of operational parameters. It spans multiple layers, mappings across which may be adjusted depending upon changes in assumptions and operational conditions to create specific models. We demonstrate the approach by operationalizing it to create a model for object distribution in closely coupled client/server configurations. The detailed model we demonstrate, therefore, represents one specific instantiation of our approach. The model is accompanied by a decision support procedure that assists the designer in the search for a satisficing solution in the resulting combinatorial multiple criteria problem. We briefly describe a research prototype that served as proof-of-concept and demonstrate usefulness based on an analysis of results obtained for distribution of a real-world object-oriented application.
I. INTRODUCTION

O
BJECT-ORIENTATION and distributed systems are quickly becoming norms for new system development [16] , [52] . New object-oriented applications are being developed and deployed in distributed configurations with no more than simple heuristics for object distribution, possibly resulting in implementations that either do not exploit the distributed configuration fully or suffer from unfavorable cost/performance. Objects are also seen as the platform of choice for e-commerce development efforts, and specifically, distribution is recognized as one of the emerging challenges for facilitating efficient e-commerce [34] . Although generic guidelines for application splitting-data management, business logic, and user interface-are available [26] , [31] , [53] , [57] , [58] , and some techniques have been proposed [5] , [41] for isolated aspects; comprehensive, general approaches to object distribution are still missing.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TSMCA.2002.802815 Object distribution can present interesting problems in spite of the natural mapping between message invocation and the request/response mode of operation in distributed configurations (such as client/server infrastructures). For example, encapsulation may dictate that an entire class be treated as an indivisible unit resulting in ineffective exploitation of the capabilities of different processor types. On the other hand, assignment of presentation methods of a class to a desktop while maintaining the object instances at say, the departmental server may violate encapsulation or result in messaging overhead but may better exploit the processing power in heterogeneous processors. Effective distribution, therefore, may require sacrificing some of the object-oriented properties to gain some of the benefits of distributed infrastructures. Without a clear understanding of how these properties may affect the overarching objectives of cost and performance, and an approach to engage in tradeoffs among the various distribution criteria these may suggest, generic guidelines are likely to lead to inferior or superficial solutions.
A rich stream of research has addressed effective distribution of system components over the years (see Fig. 1 ) dealing with file allocation [13] , module allocation [7] , and data distribution [32] . Early research on object distribution has, so far, focused on implementation and other physical concerns, such as object clustering and assembly [29] , or class fragmentation for fast retrieval into memory [4] , leaving larger problems such as distribution in client/server configurations or wide area networks (WANS) under-investigated. These problems can require extension and sometimes, reinterpretation [4] , [39] of the familiar phases of fragmentation and allocation [10] . Furthermore, most existing approaches demand designer guesstimates of operational parameters, which can undermine the validity and usefulness of these models.
The objective of this paper, therefore, is to develop an approach for deriving object distributions by exploiting information available at the design stage. Since these object distributions are characterized by multiple dimensions, and designers may have multiple and possibly conflicting objectives in creating these object distributions, our approach allows the designer to compare several potential solutions and then select the most preferred solution. To demonstrate the approach, throughout the paper, we consider the specific case of distribution of object-oriented applications in closely coupled client/server configurations often found at a physical site. This approach can, however, be adapted to generate distribution models for different configurations.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the scope of this research, articulates possibilities for distributable units, and develops distribution parameters based on a model of operation of object-oriented applications in distributed configurations. Building on these parameters, Section III develops the object distribution model, formulating metrics for multiple distribution design criteria. This section also briefly describes the decision support procedure. In Section IV, we describe the prototype implemented to verify the feasibility of our proposals, and analyze results obtained from its use to distribute a realworld application. Finally, in Section V, we discuss applicability of the proposals to practice, known shortcomings, and future research paths.
II. DISTRIBUTING OBJECT-ORIENTED APPLICATIONS
Object distribution involves partitioning and allocation of an object-oriented application over an existing distributed configuration, which may consist of autonomous computers connected through a communication network. The computers do not share main memory, that is, data is not shared via global variables; it can only be exchanged through messages over a network. For closely coupled client/server configurations (the specific case we consider to demonstrate our approach), that is, not geographically dispersed WANs, communication cost is an insignificant concern. The significant inter-site communication cost and negligible intra-site communication can, in fact, define the boundary around the configuration. Distribution in WANs, on the other hand, may require recognition of different issues. For instance, in a WAN, locality of processing and inter-site communication penalties may be key distribution concerns, whereas distribution in client/server configurations may require attention to appropriate placement of data and processing tasks with a view to reducing processor mismatch, exploiting concurrency or minimizing response time.
In the absence of precise criteria, designers use rough rules of thumb. For instance, in client/server configurations, computationally intensive modules are put on a fast machine optimized for numerical computation, and low computation-intensity modules are placed on PCs because they are relatively cheap [57] . Database processes tend to run on more expensive hardware that incorporates high storage devices, fault tolerant computing, security, and fast recovery; and user interfaces are allocated to desktops or workstations that are closest to the users [31] . Similarly, "a°routine" that does a lot of computation or one that requires large amounts of memory or disk is placed on a powerful platform; and one that accesses a shared resource is placed on a shareable processor [31] . Clearly, as the application becomes more complex and the configuration becomes more extensive, the number of alternatives can explode and simple rules of thumb do not suffice. Clear formulation of important distribution decision criteria can, therefore, be valuable during the distribution process. Typically, distribution is addressed during the design stage. This ensures that it is not unduly constrained by specific packages and languages that may be used during implementation [10] . At the same time, it also places restrictions on information that may be exploited for distribution since much runtime information is not available at this stage. Such initial distribution schemes for data and task allocation have been proposed and implemented in the past with impressive results. Arguably, the ideal scheme is an initial static distribution, coupled with a monitoring mechanism to tune the decisions as needed. This work is focused on providing such an initial distribution and therefore, must rely only on information that may be realistically available at the design stage.
The logical specification of the object-oriented application represents the primary source of information that can be exploited for distribution at the design stage. It consists of a structural model that specifies classes, attributes, methods, and different types of relationships [52] . It is a technology-independent representation, which may be implemented as a collection of programs, written in an object-oriented language, based on persistent objects. The methods are specified with the object.method() syntax, but the complete method code is not available at this stage. The execution is expected to involve method invocations [9] ). This indicates the strength of method-instance coupling when the method is invoked. For example, the method Perform_match() may access about 10% of the attributes from class Applicant. If a more complete (instead of early) specification of the application is available, this information may be obtained directly by parsing the method specification. The following notation captures the discussion.
The Object-Oriented Application classes methods number of instances in class size of an average instance in class method is part of class fraction of values of instances of accessed/manipulated by method
A. Distributed Configurations
The target environment for the distribution is based on a model of interactions between "requestor" and "performer" processes, which may run on different computers. Following our decision to use the specific case of closely coupled, client/server configurations to demonstrate our approach, we consider a configuration which consists of a number of diverse processors, connected to one another and located within a site such as the client/server configuration at a business location (see Fig. 2 ), consisting of several computing platforms and connections. We use two important abstractions to model the target environment:
1) heterogeneity of processing elements [17] , modeled as processor types; 2) the different sections of the client-server configuration [54] , modeled as network layers.
1) Processor Types:
The first abstraction (processor types) represents the distribution platforms. It captures the heterogeneity of processing elements [17] , [27] , [28] . Many researchers have used the categorization or a variation thereof (for example, see [37] ) since it was first constructed. While introduction of scaleable hardware architectures [44] , along with recent hyper-accelerated trends in hardware improvements, have blurred clear distinctions among computer classes, researchers (and practitioners) continue to identify broad classes of processors [8] , [26] , [53] . Table I shows examples of dimensions (processing capabilities) that may be considered for modeling different processor types.
Instead of modeling each processor separately, the number of processors is captured as the cardinality of processors of each type. The processor capabilities (e.g., Table I ) then, can provide valuable information to determine the appropriateness of processor types for different application components.
2) Network Layers: The second abstraction (network layers) captures the many and varied network topologies at a site. With increasingly insignificant per-unit communication costs [57] , modeling specific details of individual links is unnecessary. Interactions across different parts of the computing configuration (and penalties, if any, associated with this) can, however, be nontrivial. The "network layer" abstraction captures this information. A network layer identifies a part of the configuration where one or more processor types reside, e.g., a local area network (LAN). The type of LAN, such as token ring, ethernet, or switched ethernet, does not affect this definition. Each layer is demarcated by the nontrivial internetworking overhead it incurs for communicating with other layers. This overhead or penalty [2] is related to connection setup and coordination costs [20] , such as negotiating with and crossing different inter-networking devices. An interaction (between application components) that requires layer traversal entails a penalty, which mounts with each additional layer traversed. On the other hand, interaction within a layer does not incur a penalty. For example, as shown in Fig. 3 , it is necessary to traverse one layer when processor types and communicate. Communication between and requires no traversal as they reside at the same layer; and communication between and requires traversing two layers: 1) to and 2) to .
The following notation captures our abstraction of the distributed configuration.
The Client/Server Configuration processor types layers in the computing configuration processing requirements and capabilities number of processors of processor type value of capability for processor type processor type resides at layer minimum number of layers traversed by processor types and to communicate.
The variables and represent processor types and layers in the computing infrastructure. The processing capabilities represent the set of characteristics used to differentiate among processor types. The variable indicates the number of processors of a type. The variable represents the value of processing capabilities of a processor type. The variable indicates the location of processors of a type at a layer. The variable is derived from the locations of processor types and , and indicates the number of layers that two processor types must traverse to communicate.
B. Distributable Units
Distributable units are elements of the application that may be assigned at the distribution platforms (processor types) outlined above. The distributable units may be specified at several different levels of granularity-ranging from subsystems at the coarse end, to individual attributes or object instances at the fine end. Coarse levels of granularity may afford little flexibility for distribution or replication. On the other hand, extremely fine levels of granularity can make the distribution problem intractable and can impose undue operating overhead at runtime. For distribution in client/server configurations, the pragmatic distributable units lie between these two extremes (e.g., classes or class fragments). Several interesting issues, however, affect the identification of appropriate distributable units.
1) Class Hierarchy:
The first issue involves preserving atomicity of the class hierarchy versus separation of classes and subclasses. The traditional perspective on object distribution is that inheritance is "inherently incompatible" with distribution [59] , since dynamic binding can drastically degrade performance. Though true in the context of distribution over geographically dispersed WANs, such concerns are not warranted in relatively fast closely coupled networks, where the degradation in performance can be minimal [2] . On the other hand, separation of superclasses and subclasses can provide distribution opportunities that would be unavailable if the class hierarchy is treated as atomic. The benefits of separation (such as ensuring better processor match or exploiting concurrency potential) may outweigh problems posed by such separation (such as higher coordination burden). By allowing such separation, we can preserve the possibility that the benefits may actually outweigh the costs. If the observed benefits do not, in fact, outweigh the problems, the separation can be easily nullified by colocating the subclasses and superclasses. Accordingly, we consider each class in a hierarchy separately and exploit its characteristics in the distribution process.
2) Attribute-Method Separation: The second issue concerns method-attribute encapsulation versus separation. Insisting on strict physical encapsulation can lead to ineffective use of processing capabilities. On the other hand, separating methods and attributes may result in considerable messaging overhead. Allowing separation-following arguments similar to that for "class hierarchy" above-can preserve the possibility of exploiting the client/server configuration more effectively. Accordingly, we treat methods and instances as separate distributable units. A related concern is the indivisibility of the class template (set of methods) versus considering individual methods as distributable units. The methods in a class template may require widely different processing capabilities (e.g., intensive data I/O or dedicated user-interaction or complex algorithmic processing). Treating the class template as an atomic distribution unit may, in this case, result in ineffective or even infeasible allocation. It may not, however, be necessary to consider all methods separately. Data-access/update methods and constructor/destructor methods (that are likely to be implemented using the underlying database or object management system) may be logically retained with the instances. Similarly, user interface methods (tightly coupled to GUI environments, requiring dedicated processing power inexpensively available at the desktop) may be assigned, by default, to platforms supporting user interfaces [31] . Processing methods that perform tasks that vary in algorithmic complexity or numerically intensive operations can, however, demand different processing capabilities and are best considered individually for distribution. Accordingly, we consider processing-related methods individually (or grouped, if similar in their processing requirements) as distributable units. Classes similar to "control objects" suggested by [36] and [52] may also be considered as distributable units under this scheme.
3) Class Fragments: The second issue concerns method-attribute encapsulation.
A third issue is the atomicity versus partitioning of a class into subsets of object instances (horizontal fragmentation) or subsets of attributes (vertical fragmentation). Once again, following the arguments presented earlier (about preserving possibilities), we allow fragments of classes as distributable units. If the distribution in a WAN precedes distribution in closely coupled configuration (a likely scenario), the latter is necessarily constrained by the results of the former. In such cases, allowing fragments can be extremely useful since distribution in the WAN may have lead to site-specific, horizontal fragments (e.g., New York customers). Usually, classes with a significant number of instances are candidates for such horizontal fragmentation. For example, in most organizations, the Customer class contains numerous instances, making it a candidate for horizontal fragmentation. Some predicate-value-based class fragmentation schemes are available for object-oriented systems [5] , [39] , [41] , [50] , any of which can be applied to arrive at the appropriate fragments. On the other hand, if vertical fragments are desired, a scheme such as that proposed by [19] can be applied. To illustrate and further operationalize our model, we follow the likely scenario, allowing for predicate-value-based, horizontal fragmentation (similar to [10] and [50] ), making subsets of object instances available as distributable units. A trivial variation can then easily accommodate the class, that is, the complete set of instances, as a distributable unit. Fig. 4 captures the choices discussed above and outlines the distributable units considered in this research. The distributable units, thus, include instance subsets and processing-related methods, choices also supported by the work of various industry consortia and distributed object computing standards such as Microsoft's DCOM [47] and OMG's CORBA [46] , [47] . The notation below identifies the distributable units.
Distributable Units from the Object-Oriented Application instance subsets processing-related methods, Some additional, application-specific information can be stored about each distributable unit. The cardinality of each instance subset ( of a class , that is, ) can be computed ( ) by referring to the total number of instances ( ) specified earlier and the horizontal scheme used (e.g., customers with large orders are about 5% of the instances, that is, 5% of say, 300 000 i.e., 15 000). The size ( ) of instance subsets can be determined as the product of instance subset cardinality (
) and average instance size ( ) of the class. Finally, the distributable unites can be assessed for required and desired levels of processing capabilities (e.g., , ) following applicability of processor capabilities (see Table I ) to distributable units (see Table II ).
Variables to capture the information are summarized as follows.
Information about the Distributable Units instance subset is part of class number of object instances in instance subset size of instance subset , computed as:
magnitude of processing capability required for instance subset magnitude of processing capability desired by instance subset magnitude of processing capability required for method magnitude of processing capability desired by method
III. OPERATIONALIZING DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS
Assigning the distributable units (see Section II-B) to the distribution platforms (see Section II-A) requires more than the static information available in the logical specification. The assignment is dictated by the manner and frequency of application execution. Many distribution models suggested in the lit- erature (e.g., [37] , [38] , [48] ) assume easy availability of operational parameters such as data traffic, concurrency, update frequencies, access requirements, and the like. Accurate estimates of these parameters are, in fact, crucial for effective distribution. Traditionally, this information has been obtained by requiring application designers to provide best guess estimates. In practice, such estimating is quite difficult since it depends upon factors such as degree of replication and routing strategies employed. Asking the designer to assess their impact on, e.g., traffic estimates, can be unrealistic. Relying solely on designer input can, therefore, result in grossly inaccurate estimates that can undermine sophisticated allocation models. Currently, there are no objective approaches that we know of to estimate such operational parameters. We propose simple, precise, implementation-independent, and easily automated procedures to estimate these by exploiting known interactions in the object-oriented application.
A. Object Interactions
Object interactions are message-response pairs. A series of these is typically needed to perform a business function, represented as a sequence or collaboration diagram (Rational 2000). Using these diagrams, the designer can specify interactions in a natural manner, with minimum implementation-specific information. We represent these typical sequences as interaction patterns. For example, in an order management system, an interaction pattern could represent the sequence of interactions required to "Create Customer Order." The interaction pattern, in effect, represents a condensed view of the sequence diagram. Subclasses of these can be identified as scenarios, e.g., "Create Customer Order for California Customers."
The interaction pattern in Fig. 5 shows that creating an order involves first invoking the Customer Object, then querying the Cust_Credit and the Product objects, updating the order object, and finally, logging items ordered in the orderline and the Product objects. This figure also shows that the scenario occurs with a frequency of 500, applies to customers from California and the varying percentages of attributes affected for each class. The designer can easily construct interaction patterns and scenarios such as the one shown in Fig. 5 for significant usage patterns. We found that in practice, the information could be easily specified, or could be relatively easily gleaned from an understanding of the business functions supported by the application. Though it requires some effort, it is more natural and more precise compared to estimating derived operational parameters such as data traffic.
Some additional information can also be automatically detected and derived for the interaction patterns and scenarios. First, the fraction of attributes accessed or changed as the result of interaction between classes and are captured ( ). Second, the nature of participation is captured, that is, whether the class was manipulated or accessed ( ). Third, classes that can participate concurrently in the interaction pattern are identified ( ), e.g., classes Cust_Credit and Product. Finally, methods invoked to realize an interaction can be identified (
). This information is recorded as part of the usual specification of sequence diagrams (Rational 2000) from which the interaction patterns are derived. Next, the scenario frequency ( ) is combined along with class cardinalities ( ) to derive the frequency with which a class participates in the scenario ( ). For example, given the class cardinality of 10 000 and 50 000, respectively, for order and orderline, the frequency of participation of order for the above scenario (Fig. 5 ) would be 500, whereas that of orderline would be five times as much, that is, 2500. The following simple shorthand allows use of this information.
Interaction Patterns and Scenarios interaction patterns scenarios scenario is a subclass of interaction pattern frequency with which a scenario is carried out instances of class are manipulated in interaction pattern fraction of instance of accessed/changed by in interaction pattern simultaneous participation of classes and in interaction pattern invocation of method of class in interaction pattern frequency with which class participatesin scenario Finally, to take into account the possibility that the classes may be fragmented (see Section II-B and Fig. 4) , a mapping between scenarios and fragments is captured to ensure that the scenarios are used to distribute the appropriate distributable units. The variable captures this information instance subset participates in scenario
B. Compiling Operational Parameters
While the information available to the designer at the design stage, viz. usage patterns, distributable units, etc., is useful, it cannot be directly used in deriving an appropriate object distribution. Accordingly, we need to transform this information into a set of usable measures that are relevant for deriving object distributions. These measures include the amount of interaction and messaging between object classes, the potential for parallel processing within the resulting distribution, the number of object instances used in the execution of methods, the frequency of updates to individual object instances, among others. We derive formal parameters for these measures, and operationalize them as: exchange-transmission of data across instance subsets; multithread-simultaneous participation in different threads, representing potential for concurrent processing; coupling-usage of instance values by methods; and update-frequency of updates to instance subsets. These operational parameters are intrinsically linked to the information available at the design stage (see Fig. 6 ).
Operational Parameters exchange of data between instance subsets of class and of class concurrency potential between instance subsets of class and of class coupling between instance subset and processing-related method of class frequency of update operations applied to instance subset 1) Exchange: This parameter represents the extent to which different classes (or their fragments) exchange information when they participate in different interaction patterns. For instance, the classes "Customer" and "Order" as well as Customer and Product Exchange information as a result of participation in the "Create Customer Order" interaction. This is estimated by examining the fraction of attributes affected in the interaction pattern (
) and the frequencies of class participation ( ). The total information exchange between classes (e.g., between Customer and Product) is spread over every pair of instance subsets (one from each of the two classes), using the fragment cardinality ( ) relative to the total fragments mapped to the scenario ( ).
), an estimate of the aggregate multithread potential between these classes can be computed. The aggregate multithread potential between these classes (e.g., Cust_Credit and Order) is then allocated across every pair of instance subsets (one from each of the two classes), using the fragment cardinality ( ) relative to the total fragments mapped to the scenario ( ). The compiled set of values represents the concurrency potential between each such pair of fragments (2) 3) Coupling: This parameter represents the strength of coupling of a method to an instance subset . This computation is restricted to methods and instance subsets that belong to the same class. For each instance subset and the relevant methods, the extent to which the method accesses and/or manipulates attributes is used along with the frequency of participation of the class in the scenario ( ). The compiled set of values represents the strength of coupling between each instance subset-method pair 4) Update: This parameter represents the frequency with which a class (or its fragment) is updated. For instance, Order, Orderline, and Product are updated as a result of participation in the interaction pattern "Create Customer Order" (see Fig. 5 ). Using the frequencies of class participation in scenarios, (
), an estimate of the aggregate update frequency for each class fragment can be compiled. This aggregate can be directly compiled for each instance subset by using the fragment cardinality ( ) relative to the total fragments mapped to the scenario ( ). The compiled set of values thus, represents the frequency of updates for instance subset , which is compiled by examining the frequencies of all scenarios in which this instance subset is updated As part of a distribution model, the above parameters can be used in a variety of ways. For instance, the parameter Exchange may be used to evaluate the penalty that would occur if a pair of instance subsets is not located near each other. The parameter Multithread may be used to judge the concurrency potential that may be lost if the instance subset pair is not separated. The parameter Coupling may be used to assess a penalty that would occur if the two are not colocated. The parameter Update may be used to prevent replication of frequently updated instance subsets. In the next section, we demonstrate one specific object distribution model that exploits these compiled parameters.
IV. OBJECT DISTRIBUTION MODEL
The basic distribution decisions involve placement of distributable units (in our case, instance subsets and processing-related methods) on one or more platforms of interest (in our case, processor types). Following usual notation, we use the following decision variables.
Decision Variables
instance subset is assigned to processor type method is assigned to processor type
In general, the distribution decisions are dictated by the macro-level objectives of cost and performance. 1 As discussed earlier, in the absence of more specific criteria that operationalize these objectives, designers are forced to use rules of thumb for distribution (see, for example, [31] ). One problem with a simple rules of thumb is ambiguity. Another, and perhaps more severe problem, is the lack of recognition of interactions among the criteria. The macro-level objectives of cost and performance, therefore, need to be operationalized into real and measurable criteria, which may then be used to evaluate distribution alternatives. It is important to recognize that accurate measures of cost and performance require detailed information about the physical design of the application, the characteristics of the hardware and communication architecture over which the application is distributed. This information may not be available at the logical design stage, and we instead concentrate on criteria than can be readily operationalized at this stage.
A distribution criterion represents a consequence of a specific assignment. For example, a specific assignment (e.g., fragment at , method , and fragment at ) may lead to separation across layers ( , ) of heavily coupled methods and instance subsets ( )-an undesirable consequence. On the other hand, it may also lead to separation of instance subsets that can participate simultaneously ( )-a desirable consequence. Different specific criteria can, thus, be formulated to assess the impact of these consequences. We have formulated four such criteria based on the design information available:
1) the degree of match between requirements of distributable units and capabilities of processor types; 2) the potential for concurrent processing; 3) the communication volume across different network layers; 4) the degree of replication of distributable units. These criteria are termed Match, Concurrency, Flow, and Replication, respectively, and are described in detail in the following section, including their relationship to the macro-level objectives of cost and performance. It is possible to derive additional criteria that are linked to cost and performance. However, we believe that the selected criteria are extremely relevant to the macro-level objectives of cost and performance. Additionally, the introduction of several other criteria would place an undue burden on the designer when comparing and selecting among candidate object distributions.
A. Distribution Criteria
The criteria are clearly linked to the designer objectives of cost and performance, though the specifics of this linkage can depend upon system-wide operational conditions like system load, network capacity, and aggregate traffic, which are beyond the control of the application designer. The expected directional relationships between the design criteria and user objectives are shown in Fig. 7 .
For instance, Match would affect the operating costs as well as response times, in that assignments to poorly matched processor types can lead to increase in operating costs as well as deterioration in response times. Concurrency would allow different methods to be assigned and executed in parallel on dif- ferent processors, thus improving response times. Flow would have an impact on operating costs, in that large communication volumes can entail greater operating costs. Increased Flow would also have an adverse impact on response times, since communication represents a slower element of most processes. Finally, Replication would affect all objectives; more copies of objects would entail higher storage costs, faster access, but slower updates, and improved reliability and availability of data. The distribution criteria we suggest, therefore, provide measures of relative desirability of the distribution alternatives in the absence of precise information about system-wide operational conditions. 1) Match: Match represents the desirability of selecting the most appropriate processor type for assigning each distributable unit. A rich stream of literature has established that cost of processing, though difficult to estimate and quantify accurately, is highly dependent on matching processing requirements to processor capabilities [1] , [17] . With the capabilities/requirements listed in Tables I and II (see Sections II-A and II-B) , Match can be computed as (5), shown at the bottom of the page, where is the relative importance of achieving desired level of characteristic It represents the average of matches achieved for each capability, over all instance subsets and methods. The weights represubject to: (5) sent an optional element of the model. The designer may choose to vary these, as needed. The constraints ensure that the distributable units will be assigned to only those processor types, which fulfill the minimum levels of processing requirements. This criterion penalizes assignment of multiple copies of the fragments and methods to poorly matched processors.
2) Flow: Flow represents the volume of communication that results from a particular assignment. It consists of two components: inter-class and intra-class [i.e., inter-fragment of intra-fragment (see Fig. 4) ]. The inter-fragment flow refers to method invocations and passing of data values between two fragments, which is captured in the parameter (see Section III-B. The intra-fragment flow, on the other hand, refers to use of attribute values of instances by methods within each class. This communication is dependent on the extent to which attributes are accessed or manipulated by methods, which is captured in the parameter (Section II-C). With the parameters, estimates of inter-fragment and intra-fragment flow can be computed by the following procedures: When one or more layers separate the instance subsets or the instance subset and the method, these flows result in a penalty. Different assignments, thus, result in different realizations of flow. This criterion promotes assignment of distributable units that heavily communicate with one another to processor types that are closer, that is, separated by as few layers as possible.
3) Concurrency: Concurrency represents the potential for simultaneous processing realized in a particular assignment. It uses the parameter (Section III-B) denoting the concurrency potential of class fragments and . For instance, Cust_Credit and Order need not interact sequentially in the "Create Customer Order" interaction (see Fig. 3 ), creating an opportunity for concurrent execution. If the two classes are not colocated as the result of an assignment, the potential for concurrent processing exists. It is difficult to derive exact algorithms for estimating actual concurrency realized [23] . We use the following procedure to compile an estimate of inter-class (inter-fragment) concurrency potential realized by a particular assignment:
Computation of Concurrency Potential (7 This criterion suggests assignment of simultaneously participating fragments to different processor types to preserve the concurrency potential.
4) Replication:
Replication represents the penalties associated with maintaining multiple copies of instance subsets. The penalties are directly related to the frequency of updates, that is, the parameter update (see Section III-B). To operationalize these, we consider two elements of cost: storage and transaction, though the designer may add other considerations such as coordination costs. The computation assumes that the cost of updating copies of an object grows linearly [2] . With a constant ( ), designer-specified cost of processing (e.g., 0.05 cents per transaction), the cost of updates can be easily computed. The other factor, storage cost, also depends upon the degree of replication. Again, this can be computed using a designer specified constant ( ) per unit cost of storage (e.g., $0.05 per MB). The adjustment needed to reconcile different time periods is achieved by ensuring appropriate conversion of storage cost. This may assume, for example, a 4-y life-span for storage devices, providing a conversion factor or 1/48 if monthly frequencies are specified for update cost. Costs associated with replication are thus computed as shown below (8) Fig. 8 summarizes derivations of the four distribution criteria. The distribution criteria represent a top-down perspective on the distribution design process, describing different aspects of the macro-level user objectives of cost and performance (see Fig. 7 ). The operational parameters, on the other hand, represent a bottom-up perspective, describing different aspects of information that may be available or compiled from the logical specification and object interaction patterns (see Fig. 6 ). The formulation of distribution criteria from the operational parameters (demonstrated in this section) merges the top-down and bottom-up perspectives (see Fig. 8 ).
B. Multiple Criteria Decision Support
The distribution criteria are clearly conflicting. For instance, achieving higher Concurrency may result in higher Replication cost; and improving Match may lead to higher Flow. Similar conflicts can be speculated between Match and Replication cost, and between Flow and Concurrency. On the other hand, interactions between Match and Concurrency, and between Flow and Replication cost can be highly situation-dependent, and difficult to predict. The overall assignment problem can be formalized as a multiple criteria decision model. Optimize subject to:
The model is an NP-complete [25] multiple criteria [55] vector optimization [38] problem. For problems of this nature, optimization is generally considered impractical [18] , [43] . Instead, the focus is on finding high-quality compromise solutions that achieve acceptable tradeoffs among the decision criteria. The optimal solution is one that is most "preferred" by the decision-maker [60] . Additional complications are introduced in our problem due to: 1) the widely different scales that the criteria values may exhibit, and 2) the nonlinear or even procedural formulations of some of the criteria (e.g., Flow and Concurrency).
A solution approach must, therefore, aim at finding satisfactory, near-optimal solutions, rather than searching for optimality [56] . Since designer input is essential in the decision process, it must also provide a vehicle for natural collaboration between the human decision-maker and a computer-based procedure. Drawing on prior MCDM research, a two-phase procedure was developed to address these issues [51] . Fig. 9 shows an outline of the process, which is briefly described next.
The procedure consists of two phases: 1) broad exploration and 2) deep local probes. The first phase samples [30] the solutions to generate a "search space" for each decision criterion [24] . This phase retains the nondominated solutions found during sampling. They provide promising seed points, which can be used by the designer for further probes in Phase 2 [38] by specifying tolerances. The second phase uses these nondominated solutions as seed points to ensure that efforts are not wasted in investigating inferior areas, and allows specification of tolerances to weed out unacceptable solutions. The designer can pursue any acceptable solutions found through local probes by iterating, that is, by specifying additional tolerances and further probing. The shortlist of solutions is continuously updated to reflect discovery of additional, acceptable, nondominated solutions. To allow easier interpretation, this phase normalizes the criteria scores (and inverts them, if necessary) on a scale of 0-100, with higher scores preferred over lower ones. The designer can intervene at any time to examine the shortlist of highquality solutions. If this list does not yield satisfactory solutions, the designer can elect to explore additional solutions. This exploration is driven by the use of fuzzy measures to improve performance on one criterion while accepting reduced performance on another criterion. Clearly, the designer also needs to employ a stopping rule for the exploration. This can also be assisted using fuzzy measures for assessing the risk of overlooking better object distributions by electing to stop at this stage. For instance, accepting one of the solutions as the final solution may mean foregoing a 7% possibility of improvement and accepting a 2% risk of overlooking any solutions better than the current solution. With this information, the application designer can decide whether the shortlist represents plausible compromises, and whether to accept the risk associated with stopping the search, or to invest additional effort in finding an even better compromise solution. When satisfied, the designer can choose a solution from the shortlist as the preferred solution. The general solution procedure, including sampling, probes and the fuzzy-set-based evaluation techniques is detailed in [51] .
In the absence of well-behaved criteria that lend themselves to algebraic manipulation of the search space or computation of conditional probabilities, the approach described above performs adequately. The designer can guide and control the search using the computed probabilities of improvement and risk. Solutions generated by a probe can also serve as additional seed points for further investigation, allowing the designer to steer the search in the desired direction (similar to techniques proposed in [38] . The decision support procedure we present above should be viewed as a means for testing for feasibility of the preceding model. A thorough discussion of the decision support procedure itself is beyond the scope of this paper (see [51] ). The prototype implementation and the test case results we describe next are, therefore, intended to demonstrate proof-of-concept of our proposals.
V. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION AND APPLICATION
A prototype system object distribution environment (ODE) implemented the object distribution model and the decision support procedure. It was developed in a Windows environment, using "C" to implement complex numerical computations for evaluation functions, vector manipulations, dominance checks and search processes, and a relational database to manage data generated in the distribution process. A combination of "C" and scripting language provided the support for broad exploration and deep probe phases. A visual component, consisting of pictorial displays of solution spaces, windows, dialog boxes, and menus, provided user interaction [51] .
A. Application
The application selected for verifying the distribution model was a marketing information system developed for a midwestern utility organization. It tracked data on customers from several states and to monitor product performance. The computing infrastructure included processors spread across four sites and the test site had a client/server configuration with five processor types in three network layers. The types corresponded to a spectrum of platforms, such as: a) mainframe; b) mid-range system; c) departmental server; d) workstation; and e) desktop. The distributable units included 88 instance subsets and 31 methods (created from 12 domain-specific classes). The operational parameters of the application (exchange, multithread, coupling, and update described in Section III-B) were compiled using 14 interaction patterns (54 scenarios). Table III shows sample values of these parameters. Under each heading, the left (two) column(s) represent the distributable unit number and the rightmost column shows the computed value. The example in the second row, for example, indicates that the computed value of exchange between fragments 14 and 45 was 982.43 units. This table also illustrates the different scales and the range of values obtained for each parameter.
Phase 1 of the distribution process included computation of the decision criteria-Match, Flow, Concurrency, and Replication (see Fig. 8 ) using the operational parameters (see Section III-B). A binary vector represented each alternative, representing possible assignments of 88 instance subsets and 31 methods to one or more processor types. The computation of decision criteria was restricted to vectors with feasible assignments. This phase also generated a large sample to characterize the solution space for each criterion (confidence level of 95% for generating solutions at 95th percentile or better). An evolving pool retained nondominated solution vectors and the normalized distribution criteria values. Background tasks included importing the results into the database, sorting the criteria values, and plotting the results. Typically, this process took 10-12 min on a Pentium-class personal computer. Table IV shows examples of solution values generated for each criterion for each vector. Since the values were normalized, these are represented on a scale of 0-100. The left column shows the alternative number and other columns show the normalized scores for the four criteria. The alternative in the second row (number 121), for example, indicates that the normalized value of Match was 26, that for Flow was 79, that for Concurrency was also 79 and that for Replication was 65.
B. Results
The final assignment was performed over multiple sessions. For one of these decision sessions, the first phase resulted in a pool of 11 nondominated solutions, which served as initial seed points for the second phase. Solutions in the pool represented widely different values for the criteria. Exploration of these alternatives resulted in ten probes-four regions were probed multiple times, and three were deemed unacceptable and not explored. The probes generated 22 new nondominated alternatives. Each probe required 2-3 min, which included generating 373 mutations of the solution vector (given plausible assignments of the distributable units), computing and normalizing the criteria values, ensuring performance within the tolerances specified, checking for nondominance, adjusting the solution pool, transferring the values to the database, and updating the statistics for display. The tolerances specified ranged from 10% to 10%. Table V shows a summarized account of the session and the final decision. The final selection involved a choice by the designer from nine alternatives retained. The final solution selected by the designer had the values of 69, 74, 91, and 76, respectively, for the four criteria Match, Flow, Concurrency, and Replication. A complete solution session, along with decisions made (and solutions generated along the way) is available in [51] . 
C. Analysis
The final solution shows the degree of success achieved for each criterion. The most important outcome of the approach is not the degree success itself, but rather, the ability to assess the solution in terms of distance from the unattainable ideal, a perfect score for all four criteria. Without the approach and the decision support procedure we have outlined, the application designer would not have been able to assess the consequences of distribution in terms of measurable criteria. The distribution criteria, in this manner, lend considerable transparency to the decision process. Along with the decision support process, they make the trade offs (implicit in the use of rules of thumb) explicit. The value of our approach is further underscored by the following examples, which show that the rules of thumb may not have been sufficient for appropriate assignment. Table VI below shows some distributable units (instance fragments and methods) where the rule-of-thumb assignments would have been different from those suggested by our approach.
In Table VI , the leftmost columns describe the distributable units such as fragments or methods from different classes. The two middle columns show the rule-of-thumb assignments versus those suggested by our approach. In these columns, the letters ( -) indicate different processor types in the computing configuration. The rightmost column provides a plausible explanation for the differences. For example, for distributable unit 1, a fragment of class Customer (row 1), the model suggested a replicated assignment to processor types and . This was contrary to the rule-of-thumb assignment, which would have assigned it to only the first processor type. Upon further examination, a higher concurrency potential was detected between this fragment and another distributable unit that was also assigned to . By replicating, the model suggested that the tradeoff between the benefit of concurrency and the cost of replication was won by the former. As another example, for distributable unit 20 (row 4, a processing-related method of the class Employee) the model suggested assignment to processor type instead of . Since the valid processor types based on processing requirements of this method were as well as , the choice was dictated by high method-instance subset coupling. These interpretations, based on the information available in the operational parameters, underscore the difference between the rule-of-thumb assignment and that suggested by our approach.
The examples demonstrate that the model was able to capture and operationalize the different heuristics and use them profitably during distribution. As argued earlier, instead of examining the degree of success (whether the results were better or worse than the "rule-of-thumb" assignments), the key benefit afforded by the model is a higher degree of transparency to the distribution process. For example, as can be seen from the assignments, none of the rules of thumb suggested replicated assignments, whereas the assignments suggested by our model included replication. Sometimes the assignment suggested by our approach took note of multiple factors (the criteria we have operationalized) that the rules of thumb could not.
Undertaking a controlled study where results generated by our approach are compared to those generated by other approaches may clearly prove the superiority of our approach. This is, however, not possible in our case for at least three distinct reasons. First, to demonstrate superiority of our approach against "rules of thumb," solution to a problem must be attempted with both our approach and rules of thumb heuristics. Unless a sufficiently large problem is attempted in this manner, the complexity will not warrant a systematic evaluation of tradeoffs we have proposed. Solving such a large example with rules of thumb will, however, require considerable time and effort from experienced designers (who must be thoroughly familiar with the application as well as the operational environment). This can be exceedingly difficult. Second, since the decision support procedure produces a satisficing solution, requiring considerable designer interaction, any results obtained will be heavily influenced by designer preferences. Whether the results are better or worse will, therefore, be difficult to determine. Finally, to demonstrate superiority of our approach against "other" automated approaches, a solution to an example must be attempted with both our approach and the other approach. There are simply no other approaches that we know of that squarely address this problem. Using the other approach will, therefore, require retrofitting that approach to address object-oriented applications, that is, undertaking a solution approach similar to the one outlined in this paper.
Our arguments, therefore, have centered on making the distribution models and our approach transparent. We have provided logical argumentation and articulation of the mappings and formulations at each step, along with examples, where possible. The mappings we have suggested (see Fig. 8 ) are not the only ones possible, since our operationalization is dictated by the focus we have selected: closely coupled client/server configurations. The parameters, criteria, and distribution approach we have proposed for this focus, however, clearly demonstrate the transparency that has been added to the distribution process.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
As the information systems paradigm has shifted from file/data centered to object-oriented techniques for new application development, a number of familiar concerns are starting to resurface. Though distributed object computing standards (e.g., OMG's [46] CORBA) have matured making facilitators such as Orbix [35] , Forte [22] , and Dynasty [16] available for many organizations, important concerns such as effective deployment and management of distributed applications are still unresolved [34] . In the scheme described in this paper, we have made a start toward developing an approach for effective object distribution by exploiting design stage information. Our approach extends previous research in distributed relational databases [10] , [45] , exploits de facto standards for object interaction models [52] , and draws on multiple criteria decision-making theory and approaches [60] .
A. Contribution
The model we have developed accepts as inputs abstractions of the client/server configuration and the logical specification the object-oriented application. By exploiting information available in these along with expected usage patterns, our approach compiles estimates of operational parameters: exchange, multithread, coupling, and update. These, in turn, are used along with the other inputs, to formulate important distribution criteria-match, flow, concurrency, and replication.
Traditionally, distribution models have assumed availability of operational parameters (e.g., traffic volumes), as inputs to distribution models, requiring "guesstimates" from the system designers. The practice can place an undue burden on application designers, forcing them to rely on intuition alone. More importantly, it can yield grossly inaccurate estimates, resulting in an ineffective distribution and poor performance/increased costs, with no indication of possible causes. Our approach does not make such demands on the designer. Instead of relying on such guesswork, our plan exploits usage patterns [similar to Sequence diagrams (Rational 2000) ] to compile operational parameters that are then used to formulate the distribution criteria.
The multiple distribution criteria present a combinatorial multiple-criteria optimization problem. In the absence of well-behaved criteria formulations, analytical approaches cannot be used for finding optimal solutions. We employ a multiple criteria decision support procedure ( [50] ) that allows the application designer to trade off sacrifices in some criteria for gains in others. The prototype and its application demonstrate applicability of the model to a real-world example.
Clearly, demonstration of the applicability of our approach to one case does not prove the efficacy of our proposals. That is not our intent. Instead, our model should be viewed as an instance of the approach, which may be tailored for use in different circumstances. The research prototype we have described has served as a proof-of-concept to verify our model. The analysis of results obtained suggests that the approach was valuable in the case to which it was applied.
B. Significance
The most potent outcome of our research is the transparency it lends to the process of deriving distribution criteria from the design-stage models of object-oriented applications. The mapping from low-level constructs in the client/server configuration and application specifications to the high-level objectives of cost and performance is mediated by three stages (see Fig. 8 ). The first, compilation of operational parameters exploiting information in usage patterns, provides a level of technology-independence that allows use of our proposals with different platforms or packages. For instance, different configurations such as organizational intranets may require a different focus on concerns such as uptime. The second formulation of distribution criteria consists of mathematical combinations of the operational parameters. This suggests the possibility that additional distribution criteria may be created in different circumstances by varying the combination of operational parameters. For instance, combining the operational parameters exchange and update may provide a metric for response time for various interactions during downtimes. Finally, the third mapping of distribution criteria to macro-level user objectives allows for different interpretations of the criteria (see Fig. 7 ). For instance, it may be possible to map replication to "fault tolerance" by taking into account network characteristics; it may be possible to consider replication and match together to address capacity utilization. The mapping at each stage, therefore, is open to variations by the designer depending on changes in circumstances. The model we have presented demonstrates one logical path through these levels.
With the increasing pace of new application development for deployment on existing computing infrastructures, the approach we have suggested can be quite valuable. More specifically, with the trends toward lower communication costs, and increasing inter-organizational systems, the boundaries around organizational systems deployed at a single site are likely to blur and even remotely distributed systems may qualify as closely coupled configurations. Such a transition will make the proposed approach applicable for the distribution of most new applications.
